
Zurich Financial Services (UKISA) Ltd welcomes the opportunity to respond to this
Communication and any other initiatives that help us to move towards an internal market
for financial services.

Zurich Financial Services is one of the world's leading insurance and financial services
providers. The Zurich Group has offices around the EU with varying regulatory situations
from Member State to Member State so this paper only attempts to deal with the situation
for the UK Region includes Zurich Insurance, Eagle Star and Allied Dunbar. Our response
is set out below.
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We firmly believe that a review of European Contract law is a good idea and support the
Commission’s efforts to look into this area. The 15 different applicable laws and
jurisdictions could prove to be a very real hindrance to cross-border trade and this has no
place in an effective, living, single market.

There can be no effective resolution of conflicts of law issues unless there is convergence
of national contract laws. Currently, a supplier in Country A to a consumer in Country B
will naturally seek to apply his national laws and his own standard terms. The consumer
has little chance of understanding the implications of this, and great difficulty in seeking
redress should things go wrong. If the supplier is obliged to offer terms of business under
the laws of Country B, this presents a problem for him, unless he has access to lawyers
familiar with the laws in that jurisdiction. All Member States have different approaches to
applicable law and it may prove to be complex to harmonise in this area. One possible
solution to this, however, might be for mandatory requirements laid down for consumer
contracts while allowing free choice in commercial contracts. This would balance the need
for a different status of sophisticated corporate transactions against protection for less
sophisticated consumers.

There are likely to be some common contract law principles which apply in each Member
State and which are relatively straightforward to identify. One solution would be to
identify these common principles and to lay them down into a provisional Code to be
approved by each Member State.

There is clearly a need for consumer protection and this will need to be enshrined in any
common principle or Code. However, this should avoid complexity or over-elaboration
and should be laid down in a way which is clear, simple and effective without being
patronising to consumers who should be assumed to have some degree of knowledge.
Clarity and simplicity would also be a positive aid to business. If the EU is to succeed in
this area, we believe that the Code has to be mandatory. If it is not then this will lead to
increased confusion and potential problems.

We have identified some barriers to cross-border sales, particularly in the field of
insurance and these are a) cultural and b) "general good " provisions. There are certain
things that are difficult to change, namely local customs, practices, culture and behaviour.
But other barriers to trading can and should be removed. We have found it consistently
difficult to get access to the “general good” requirements of each Member State. They also
tend to vary widely between countries, are lengthy, and if accessible, difficult to
understand. Being part of a Group that spans the EU, we usually glean our information
through the Zurich Group network. We feel that until this is addressed, the single
insurance market will remain incomplete and we would strongly urge research into this
area.

On the options presented in the Communication, we believe only options 3 and 4
realistically support the drive towards an internal market. In the short to medium term we
should look to improve what is already in place. At the same time, a longer-term project
(such as that outlined in Option 4) should be undertaken to look at providing a uniform
code across the EU.

We look forward to hearing about the proposals in more detail and hope that the end-
product is a simple code that addresses consumer risk but one which also aims to aid
business rather than prevent it. We wish the Commission well.
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